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ABSTRACT

We propose a numerical algorithm based on the recursion nethod to

calculate the conductivity of a disordered system described by a t i g h t -

binding Hamilton!an. I t has the advantage that the density of s ta te s and

the conductivity can be obtained In a s ing le recursion ca lculat ion . The

method i s applied to simple one and two-dimensional lncctranensurate systems in

order t o check the va l id i ty of the assumptions made and the numerical e f f i c iency .

The calculated conductivity shows a c lear drop when the Ferai energy crosses a

mobility edge. Potential applications of th i s work to other systems are

discussed.
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1.INTRODUCTION

There we two general approaches to calculate transport
properties In disordered materials:

1. In quasi one-dimensional (ID) systems the transfer matrix
technique [1] can be used for the calculation of the
transmission or reflection coefficients, which are associated
with the conductance by Landauer's formula 121. This
type of approach has been used by MacKinnon and Kramer 13)
for wires of different cross section to study the Anderson
transition In three dimensions as a limiting case.
2. The conductivity can be calculated using the Kubo-
Creemrood formula, derived as a special OMN Of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (4 | . It ham been generally
treated In a mean field approximation btoause direct
calculations require an enormous amount of oomputlng time,
even for moderate size systems [51. However, the mean field
approaches either neglect (e) or estimate roughly (7) the
vertex part of the conductivity, destroying the quantum
Interference that gives rise to localisation In disordered
systems.

In this paper we device a formalism baaed on the
recursion method of Haydock 18] to evaluate the Kubo-
Grernwood formula. It avoids the shortcomings of the mean
fie!'* approximations and Is wary efficient from the
numerical point of view.

The recursion method Is usually ussd for the calculation
of the electronic local densities or states. Starting from a
local orbital It constructs a new basis In which the
Kaslltonlan Is trtdlagonml. But In the case of the
conductivity there Is another relevant operator apart from
tho Haalltonlan, namely the aomentum operator.

In a previous work (9] It was shown that a generalized
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matrix fom of Dyson's equation may be written which relates

a product of Green functions, that essential ly^ives the

conductivity, with the momentum operator and the

Hamlltonlan. Although It Is In general not possible to

tridlagonalize simultaneously the ttaalltonlan and the

momentum operator, we show In this work that the use of the

basis obtained by the usual recursion Method, with a

conveniently chosen starting orbital, allows the calculation

of both the density of states and the conductivity In a

single recursion algorithm. However, one should note that

the effects of truncation of the recursion basis set are

different for each property and Riwt be studied separately .

This paper Is organized as fellows. In section 2 we first

write the Kubo-Creenwwod foraula In a notation that Is

convenient for the calculation In » tight-binding scheme. We

then show that* a continued fraction expansion for the

conductivity of a ID systea: Is possible and after that we

Introduce our approximation that uses the recursion acthod

for the general case (aore than one dimension). Section 3

contains the numerical examples used to test the method. We

started with a ID Incommensurate system, well known to us

from previous work (10), that shows an abrupt change In the

localisation length (possibly a mobility edge). As a second

step we studied a 2D model, that also shows a mobility

edge. The model was constructed In such a way that Its

density of states and conductivity could be obtained from

the corresponding properties of the previous D example, and

therefore was useful to check the present method.
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2. CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY

2.1 The Kubo formula In a convenient tight-binding notation

The DC electrical conductivity in the linear response

approximation Is given by the Kubo-Creenwood foraula. At

zero temperature and for the case of non-Interacting elec-

trons It can be written In terms of Green functions as [6]

<rxx(E) * jj Tr I p to C*(E) p Im G*(E) J (1J

where K is a universal constant, 0 Is the systea volume, E

is the Feral energy and the Green functions are defined by

'1G(z) =• [z-H] and

C*(E) - lire (Ell*)

We consider the Kaalltonlan defined In the site

representation as

H TJe
I

£ ¥ |1><J| (2)

and assume Interactions only between first neighbours with a

fixed value V. This Is taken as unit of energy. The diagonal

element c( Is a variable assumed to be distributed according

to a different law for each non-periodic problem.

For simplicity we shall consider only simple cubic

lattices In one,two or three dimensions, and take the

lattice parameter as unit of length. The momentum operator

p can be replaced in (1) by the conmutator C • IH,x]

(which Is real In the site representation) with the proper

redefinition of the constant K. If j+1 Indicates the first
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neighbour or site J In the positive x direction, the

operator C nay be expressed as

|J><J+t| - |J*lxj| (3)

It Is convenient to define new operators for the

calculation of «- (E). If S*<E) « G+(E)C C*(E) then

S*(E) - S"(E) - 21 G*<E)C la C*{E) (4)

and Re (S*(E) - S~(E)) - -2 !• G*(E)C la C+(E) (5)

Replacing (S) In (1) we obtain

- jj Tr t C^ Re (S*(E) - S~(E)) J (6)

and using (3)

-•,:„«»• (7)

This expression Is suitable for the evaluation of the

conductivity In the site representation.
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2.2 Recursion equations for one-dlsenslonal systems

It can be shown (9] that C and S satisfy a set of coupled

integral equations. If we decompose H « h + V , where h is

the diagonal part of the Haalltonlan, and the corresponding

Green function Is g(z) • ( z - h )~ , then

g±(l • V C* ) (8)

and replacing In the definition of S

g+( + V S* ) (9)

These two expressions can be formally put together in a

single Matrix equation

G* - f*( i • V C* ) (10)

where the generalized operators C , g and V are given by

*•£:] - P -Ii
v

Note that each Matrix eleaent of a generalized operator is

Itself a 2x2 Matrix, for exasple

Due to the slMllarlty of equation (10) with Dyson's

equation, all real space Methods used to calculate the

density of states of disordered systeas could be applied to
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obtain simultaneously, and within the same approximation,

the density of states and the conductivity. For example, by

direct analogy with the recursion Method formalism, one can

expand G as a continued fraction for the case of a
oo

seal-Infinite chain ( here the subscript o denotes the first

site of the chain). This Is so because in this particular

example both V and C ar* trldlagonal In the site

representation. The continued fraction expansion will be

given by

oo
<

where g, (z) - (z - c,
,|4|

To evaluate the conductivity of an Infinite linear chain

using (7) we need the off diagonal elements S , that are

Included in G ~ m - These can be obtained by Matching two

continued fractions like (11): one corresponding to the

seMl-lnf lnlte chain to the left of J (C L ) and the other

corresponding to the seal-Infinite chain froa J+l to the

right (C + "+ ). It Is easy to show that the desired

quantity is given by

JJ*i

In the calculations that use the present formalism, the tlM

required to evaluate the conductivity of a linear chain

increases linearly with the number of sites considered. In

this sense it Is equivalent to the algorithm proposed by

Thouless et al [111.

-7-

2.3 Use of the recursion Method In the general case

In More than one dimension it Is not possible to find a

basis where both V and C adopt a trldlagonal fora. If we

use the recursion method to obtain a basis that

trldlagonalizes H. then C will In principle connect all the

elements of this new basis. However, we can use the

recursion basis set to evaluate the elements of S In a

way that is less time consuming than the calculation of all

the matrix elements of C In the site representation (as was

done by Choy for a Penrose lattice (5)).

Given a starting orbital |vQ>,the equations which define the

recursion Method are:

MV " H (V -\)V

-Ov

where the coefficients a,b are obtained Imposing the

orthonormallsatlon condition <v |v > « 8 . The diagonal
• ' n an

eleMent of the Green function <v |G |v > is then given by a

continued fraction

"1

z, -

I , - , - |bj\rt(«» I"
1

As the system Hamlltonlun In the recursion basts Is

equivalent to that of a semi-Infinite chain. It Is also
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possible to obtain the Matrix elements <vjG jv^> by

replacement In the truncated set of coupled^equatlons

obtained from equation (8)

<v |C |v <vo|C |vo> if (15)

If after each recursion step the components of the states

|v > In the site representation are stored, then the

eleaents of C In the new basis can also be calculated using
•

expression (3). Therefore, <v IS |v > can be obtained In ar o' ' o
single recursion calculation by

< v
o l s I V < v

o l c I V < VJC«IV < V J C I (IB)

The first step Is to note which starting orbltals are useful

for the conductivity calculation. If

lvoj * ' J C |J > ± |j*l> ) (17)

then 1 ( S J J + |- S J O J I (18)

which gives the quantity required In expression (7). There

are also some properties satisfied by the Matrix elements of

C and C that simplify the calculation. The coefficients b
« n

are determined fro* the recursion equations (13) except for

an arbitrary phase, which can be chosen equal to zero (12].

It can be shown that this choice Implies

<v*|C |v* > - <v"|C |v~ >'

(19)

<V*|r. <v"|C jv"
01 ' n

-9-

where we have Quitted the suscrlpt J In |v > and shall

continue to do so for simplicity. It Is then sufficient to

work with only one starting orbital |v+ >. Taking Into

account expressions (7). (18) and (19) the conductivity will

be given by

(20)

with S*(E)
J

Im v |C |v >
n 1 •' •

<v
m

The exact result for an Infinite systeM Is obtained when the

number of steps In the recursion N tends to Infinity and the

Imaginary part of the energy n tends to zero. However, In a

numerical calculation u must be larger than N'1 In order to

ellalnate statistical fluctuations due to the discreteness

of the number of states. This Is equivalent to the effect of

an Inelastic aean free path, beyond which localisation

effects can not be detected.

Another approximation of any numerical work In a non-

periodic system 1» to replace the trace operation In (7) by

an average over a set of randomly selected sites. The number

of sites that give representative results will be discussed

In the next section In relation to the examples. Also, we

show that It Is possible to simplify further the computation

by neglecting the elements <v |C |v > when |n-m| becomes

sufficiently large. This la a consecuence of the nature of

the recursion basis states, that spread out from the

starting sites.

-10-



3. NUMERICAL EXAWLES

3.1 One~dlRenslonal Incommensurate system

Previous work on ID tncoMasnsurate systems shows that

they may have Mobility edges In certain cases, tn

particular. Llols et al (101 studied the localisation of the

wavefunctlons In the case of a zig-zag Modulation of the

site energies by the transfer matrix technique. They found a

»etal Insulator transition when the amplitude of the

Modulation approximately exceeded the half bandwidth.

We have chosen one of their examples, with a welt defined

Mobility edge, to test our present Method. The zig-zag

Modulation Is shown In figure 1 and In figure 2 we reproduce

the results of ref. 10 for the density or states n(E) and the

factor of exponential growth r(E), which Is the Inverse of

the localisation length. Only the states In the lower

subband are localised, and we expect to see this reflected

by zero conductivity In our calculations.

In figure 3 we show the results for n(E) and e-(E)

obtained using N-50 , *"0.02S and averaging over 20 sites.

As can be seen by comparing figures 2 and 3 this level of

approximation Is sufficient to obtain the Main structure of

the density of states. The conductivity Is alao In agreement

with what could be expected from the character of the

wavefunctions. However, further Insight can be gained by

studying the behaviour of •-(E,*) as a function of N. Figure

4 shows »(•) for two values of the energy E and several

values of N. For E—2. IS. an energy below the Mobility edge,

the curves are almost Independent of N even for the small

values of N considered. This proves that the states are

localised within the scales considered. In contrast, Tor

E - -2.05 there Is always a maximum of v as a fuctlon of i)
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that moves towards vO and Increases In height linearly with

K. In this region, of extended states, the conductivity

seems to diverge with N In the same way as In a periodic

system.

Another example with a larger modulation amplitude Is

shown In figure 5. The mobility edge In this case Is closer

to the center of the band (E»-1.8).

3.2 A two-dimensional Incommensurate example

It Is possible to construct a 20 system whose solution

for both n(E) and c(E) can be obtained from the known

results of a ID system.

Let us consider a square lattice and Indicate by |lj> the

basis orbital at site with coordinates x«l and y«J. If the

Haalltonlan can be decomposed as H > H + H , where H (H )
« y " y

does not act on the y (x) coordinate,then It Is easy to

prove that the elgenstaten are a direct product of the

elgenstates of a ID problem.

For example, we can take the site energy on site (l.J) as

e • e , where c and e are the site energies of the ID

incoMaensurate systea already studied. In this case the

density of states and the conductivity of the 2D system will

be given by

n ( E ) B - Jn(E-jOtonU)IDd*

«r<E)2D - J r(E-A> l l W> I D <U
(21)

A similar idea was used by Baer et al 113) to construct 2D

models for vlbratlonal motion In glasses.

We have'performed the convolutions numerically using the
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ID results for n(E) and <r(E) ehoun tn figure 5. The results

are shown in figure 6 and can be used to compare with those

obtained using the recursion Method as explained In section

2.3. The density of states of this 2D example has three

subband* In the region of negative energies and a large peak

at E-O, similar to a periodic square lattice, due to the

symmetry with respect to the permutation of x and y. The

states of the lower subtend aust be localised because they

arise as a direct product of the ID localised states.

For the recursion calculation in 20 we have used a

maximum of 40 levels in the continued fraction (N>40) to

avoid large computational costs. The Imaginary part of the

energy * was taken 0.05 (twice the one used In the ID

calculations shown in figures 3 and S) and the average was

performed over 40 randomly selected sites. The result of

this calculation Is shown In figure 7.and comparison with

figure B gives vmrjf ftcod agreement If one disregards the

spurious structure In 'he central subband given by the

recursion procedure. We expect that a larger number of

recursion steps will as usual increase the number and

decrease the magnitude of the oscllattons.

In this calculation we have neglected the matrix elements

<v (C |v > when |n-m| Is large enough, as was already

mentioned In section 2.3. To prove that this Is a good

approximation we show In figure 8 the contribution fros one

site to the conductivity as a function of the cutoff

|n-a| for two different energies. It Is clear that lh"

convergence la better for £>-4.9, where the states are

expected to be localized, but, In both cases, |n-m| can

be taken as 20 with an error less than 10X. This allows us

to Increase the number of recurston steps, because fewrr

vectors must be stored simultaneously.

Finally, in order to confirm the expected character of

-13-

the wavefunclons at the lower band In the 20 example,we

studied the behaviour of * versus a for different values of

N. The results, shown In figure 9, Indicate the existence of

localised states.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a new algorithm to calculate the

conductivity of disordered systems based on the recursion

method. The results obtained for one and two-dimensional

examples are encouraging as they show that the method Is

useful and numerically efficient.

The application of this formalism to three-dimensional

disordered systems (metals or semiconductors) Is a natural

extension of this work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 Site self-energies on a linear chain with an

Incommensurate zig-zag aodulatlon. Amplitude A and

wave vector Q of the modulation are defined In the

figure.

Fig.2 (a) The factor of exponential growth of the

vavafunctlons T(E) and (b) the density of states n(E)

for the systen of figure 1 with A-l.S. Only half of

the band Is shown.

Fig.3 Density of states (full line) and conductivity (dotted

line) for the same systea of figure 2,calculated with

the recursion equations described In section 2.2. The

conductivity Is given In arbitrary units.

Fig.4 Conductivity as a function of N and * for (a) E—2.15

and (b) E>-2.1. The full line Indicates N-20, the

dashed line M-30 and the dotted line N-50.

Fig.5 Same as figure 3 for a larger aodulatlon amplitude

A-2.2.

Fig. 6 Density of states and conductivity for the 2D example

obtained by numerical Integration of equations (21)

The starting ID systea Is that of figure 5

Fig.7 Density of states and conductivity for the 2D example

calculated using the recursion basis as described In

section 2.3

Fig. 8 Conductivity as a function of the cutoff |n-a| In

the aatrlx elements <v |C |v > for the 2D example for

a) E—4.9 and b) E>-0.6.

Fig. 9 Conductivity as a function of N and * for the two

dimensional example and E—4.9. The full line Indicates

N-20 the dashed line N-30 and the dotted line

N*4Q,these last two being almost superimposed.
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